ANTHONY   EDEN
He referred to an ' uneasy partnership ' that was not * in
the international interest *.
The Premier's answer was equally resolute in its effort to
see the controversy through the other end of the telescope:
my i>ear anthony,
It is with the most profound regret, shared by all our
colleagues, that I have received your intimation of your
decision to resign the great office which you have ad-
ministered with such distinction ever since you occupied it.
The regret is all the greater because such differences as
have arisen between us in no way concern ultimate ends
or the fundamentals of our policy.
The immediate result of these letters was to intensify the
mystery. No personal explanation had ever been awaited
with more widespread anxiety than that of Anthony Eden,
and his downfall was in many ways the supreme moment of
his career. He had been taken for granted. For the first time
he was not available. For the first time he had decided to
swim against the stream of office and promotion.
As the time drew near, the usual laughter preceded high
seriousness, and helped to relieve the tension. Sir Philip
Sassoon was answering questions when Eden's arrival brought
a burst of cheers which drowned the reply he was reading.
At last, above the tumult, Sir Philip could be heard declaring:
*. . . another model which I hope may prove more satis-
factory '.
Eden's statement struck from the beginning a note of re-
straint, from which he has never lapsed from that day to this.
* The immediate issue is whether official conversations should
be opened in Rome now. It is my conviction that the attitude
of the Italian Government to international problems in
general and to this country in particular is not yet such as to
justify this course. The ground has been in no respect pre-
pared. Propaganda by the Italian Government against this
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